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From Bit to Bedside
Artificial Intelligence and its Potential in Surgery: These days a lot of

scientific breakthroughs are enabled by artificial intelligence (AI). 

As most surgeons are not familiar with computer science, this review article

will explain basic concepts of AI and deep learning, how they are applied to

surgery and what potential can be leveraged through AI in surgery. The term

AI was first used in 1955 in a grant proposal by John Mc-Carthy a

mathematician at Dartmouth College in Hannover, New Hampshire. McCarthy

proposed “to make machines use language, […] solve kinds of problems now

reserved for humans, and improve themselves”.1 Even though the term AI

was introduced 70 years ago, the idea of intelligent machines is over 2700

years old. It dates to Greek mythology where the saga of Talos describes a

giant automaton (machine) that protects Europe from pirates and invaders.

Thus, AI is more an idea or a concept rather than a precise method. It is often

used as umbrella term to describe computational methods that are not

explicitly programmed.

Machine learning in contrast is a computational method, that trains an

algorithm to process data in an iterative way. This may be fully supervised,

semi-supervised or un-supervised. To illustrate the different modes of

supervision the task of image classification will be used as an example. Image

classification is a classical computer vision task, that aims to classify the

content of an image into predefined classes. Computer vision is a field within

computer science that extracts information from images and videos using

computational methods. As computer vision is older than recent

developments in AI this traditionally did not include AI methods. Though,

today most computer vision models use AI.

Full supervision means that the algorithm is fed with labelled training

samples. Given we have a set of images of cats and dogs, a human annotator

labels every image as belonging to the class of cat or dog (ground truth

labels). In a semi-supervised setting, the algorithm has been trained on a

subset of human labeled images. This prior knowledge will be used to

automatically label the whole dataset with so-called pseudo-labels or weak

labels, which will serve for model training as in the fully supervised method.

An unsupervised machine learning algorithm does not learn from labelled

training data but autonomously explores the differences between classes, in

this example the visual appearance of cats and dogs.

How does an AI model learn?

Staying with the image classification example, the model is trained with

labelled cat and dog images of the training dataset (Figure1). Another part of

the labeled data is set apart for validation and testing of the model. The
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building block of most computer vision models are neural networks (NN).

They process the training images applying consecutive mathematical

operations to predict an output. To understand this process, an image needs

to be considered as an array of numbers. A color image of 125x125 pixels

containing a red, a green and a blue channel (RGB image) is represented by

an array of 3x125x125 numbers. Every mathematical operation performed on

the input array of numbers is considered a layer of the NN. As the different

layers learn from and update each other like synapses in the brain those

networks are referred to as NN. In the beginning of NN, they often had only

few input, intermediate (so called hidden) and output layers. But as methods

evolved, NN became increasingly deep with hundreds and thousands of

layers. Therefore, those models are also referred to as deep learning (DL).

Once the NN has processed the whole training dataset (one training epoch),

the predictions of the model (whether a given image is a cat or a dog) are

compared to the ground truth labels. A loss function defines how the

deviation of predicted labels to the ground truth labels updates the model

weights i.e. the mathematical operations in every layer. Thus, the model

learns to refine its predictions with every training epoch. To avoid overfitting,

which means to ensure that the model can be generalized to the prior

unseen images of dogs and cats in the test dataset, the model performance

is constantly measured during training on the validation dataset.

Figure 1: Illustration of a machine learning algorithm for image
classification.
A neural network is trained with labeled training samples of cat and dog
images. The trained model predicts the likelihood of images not used
during training (test set) to belong to the dog or the cat class. In the top
row the model prediction is confident and correct. In the bottom row
model prediction is close to the classifier threshold of 0.5 i.e. the model is
unconfident and a dog image is misclassified as a cat. Given that the test
set is labeled as the training set, the model identifies the misclassification
and updates the neural network to improve its predictions. This is how the
model learns to classify dog and cat images.

Why do we need AI in surgery?

Surgical education undergoes a paradigm shift from quantitybased to

competency-based assessment of surgical skills.2 As direct observation of

trainees for surgical skill assessment is timeconsuming and often lacks

objectivity, video-based assessment has been introduced.3 This allows for a

retrospective review by multiple assessors, which increases availability and

objectivity of video-based assessment. Surgical skills as assessed by peers

in surgical videos have been shown to correlate with clinical outcomes. 4,5

Therefore, video-based assessment has become increasingly popular in

education but also in quality improvement programs and research.

Even though video-based assessment has proven benefits it is not scalable

to daily surgical practice, as a lot of manual work is involved. This is where

automated video analysis using DL comes into play.6 

How does AI learn surgery?

The most prevalent data source to teach a computer algorithm the

understanding of surgery is endoscopic videos. During an endoscopic
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procedure the surgeon performs the surgery almost exclusively by relying

on what he sees on the screen. In retrospective video-based assessment no

other source of data but the surgical video is available. Computer vision

models have been trained to recognize phases and steps of interventions in

endoscopic videos. 7,8 Another source of information are the tools being

used during surgery as they inform about the surgical actions being

performed. Recent AI models have been trained to recognize tools in

endoscopic videos in a semi-supervised9 or unsupervised way.10 Once the

tools are recognized by an AI model, they can be tracked over time to

measure the movement trajectories of the instruments (Figure 2). To date,

the most fine-grained representations of surgical activities recognized by AI

algorithms are action triplets, defined as <object, verb, target> as in

<grasper, grasps, gallbladder>.11

Figure 2: Tool tracking model of laparoscopic instruments.
A neural network was trained to recognize and track surgical instruments
within a video of a laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The instruments are
marked with bounding boxes (light green) and a class label (clipper or
grasper) and a confidence score (between 0 and 1.0) are attributed. The
figure shows consecutive images every 0.5 seconds from a video sequence
(complete video https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-021-84295-6).

What is the potential of AI in surgery?

Recognition of surgical phases by an AI model has been used to predict the

remaining duration of the surgical procedure.12 This facilitates the scheduling

of subsequent operations and helps to organize the scarce and costly

operation room resources. Based on tool tracking a three staged machine

learning algorithm has been trained to assess surgical skills.13 This study

showed that good surgical skills are correlated with narrow and precise

movement patterns and that an AI algorithm can be trained to assess

surgical skills. As there is a large body of evidence showing that surgical skills

are associated with postoperative outcomes,4,5 further developments in this

direction might help to predict postoperative outcomes from intraoperative

analysis of endoscopic videos.

Other works used AI models to assess safety relevant tasks during

laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The DL model ClipAssistNet was trained to

assess whether a clip application is safe.14 Once the clip fully encircles the

cystic duct or artery (i.e. both tips of the clip are visible), a green light

occurs. ClipAssistNet reassures surgeons that they do not unintentionally

damage neighboring structures. Two other DL models increasing safety

during laparoscopic cholecystectomy are using semantic segmentation.

Semantic segmentation assigns anatomical labels to every pixel of an image

allowing the DL model to learn anatomical structures. DeepCVS was trained

to automatically assess the three critical view of safety (CVS) criteria.15

Another model called GoNoGoNet was trained to predict safe (Go) and

unsafe (No-Go) dissection zones during hepatocystic triangle dissection.16

All three DL models (ClipAsisst-Net, DeepCVS, and GoNoGoNet) are
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measures to guide surgeons intraoperatively, to enhance their decision

making and to increase safety during laparoscopic cholecystectomy.

Especially surgeons in training might benefit from those AI models.

Another area of great potential for AI in surgery is to reduce the burden of

documentation. Based on phase and tool recognition the DL model

EndoDigest automatically identifies and extracts a 2.5 minute video clip of

the cystic duct division out of full-length videos of laparoscopic

cholecystectomies.17 Within 91% of the extracted video clips the three CVS

criteria were assessable. This allows to use EndoDigest for retrospective

video-based assessment or for the documentation of CVS achievement. A

recent study explored the potential of surgical phase recognition to create

automated operating room (OR) reports.18 The more reliable AI models

recognize surgical phases, tools and actions the better they become in

understanding and documenting what happens in the OR.

While a lot of AI models in surgery have been trained on monocentric

datasets of laparoscopic cholecystectomy, as this is a highly frequent and

relatively standardized procedure, recent works translate those models to

more complex procedures and multicentric datasets to prove

generalizability.8,19

In summary, AI has been applied to automatically analyze workflows, assess

surgical skills and safety checkpoint achievement. Thus, AI applications have

tremendous potential to improve intraoperative guidance and enhance

decision-making during surgery. Most AI models in surgery are still in the

development stage and not in routine clinical use yet. Though, translation

from “bit to bedside” is not far and will follow soon.
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